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How to

FIT CCTV 207
Tip No:

This CCTV installation tip is aimed at helping you to install CCTV equipment. If you are looking for answers on “how to fit CCTV” or perhaps “how to network a DVR or 
NVR” or even “how to get CCTV on your mobile phone” why not check out our full range of CCTV installation tips at: www.systemq.com
How to guides aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise and informative manner. They are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.

Question: What is “Wide Dynamic Range” in a CCTV camera 
and where can it be used?
Answer: Wide Dynamic Range is a term applied to a camera’s processing ability whereby bright and 
dark regions of an image can be evened out improving the overall appearance of an image.

Wide Dynamic Range is a term applied to a camera’s digital processing ability whereby bright and dark regions 
of an image can be evened out improving the overall appearance of an image with more uniform detail.

It is particularly effective in a scene which has a back light such as a window which overexposes a traditional 
camera, as illustrated by the images below.

In this image with WDR switched off the buildings 
outside the window cannot be seen. The camera 
tries to take an exposure reading from the bright 
window area resulting in the rest of the image 
looking dark.

In this image with WDR switched on the 
buildings outside can be seen and the overall 
exposure of the resulting image has been 
improved.
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